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AT&T LAUNCHES BLAZING FAST GIGABIT INTERNET     

SPEEDS IN WEST PALM BEACH AREA TODAY  
 

Delray Beach First in Palm Beach County to Get the Ultra-Fast         
Internet Service   

 
 

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla., Dec. 8, 2015 – AT&T1 today launched ultra-fast Internet service to 

residential and small business customers in parts of Delray Beach and unincorporated West 

Delray available through AT&T GigaPowerSM.2  

AT&T GigaPower is already available in parts of Coral Gables, Coconut Creek, Davie, Doral, 

Fort Lauderdale, Hialeah, Hollywood, Homestead, Miami, Miami Gardens, Oakland Park, 

Parkland, Pompano Beach and surrounding communities. 

The 100% fiber network delivers some of AT&T’s fastest Internet speeds available. Customers 

can download 25 songs in less than 1 second, a TV show in 3 seconds or their favorite HD 

movie in less than 36 seconds.3 

AT&T GigaPower offers Internet speeds up to 1 gigabit per second.4 It can improve the 

experience for customers when connecting to the cloud, doing a videoconference, streaming 

videos and music, playing online games and more. 

“The incredibly fast Internet speeds that AT&T GigaPower offers can help accelerate the 

benefits this technology brings to residents’ quality of life and small business customers’ 

success,” said Joe York, AT&T Florida president. “The expansion of the 100% fiber AT&T 

GigaPower network in the West Delray Beach area compliments our efforts to educate citizens 

on using and benefiting from Internet-Protocol-based technologies, like wireless devices and 

ultra-fast Internet.”   

http://about.att.com/category/all_news.html
http://about.att.com/mediakit/gigapower


 
 
 
 
AT&T GigaPower customers also have access to the latest Wi-Fi technology, making it possible 

to enjoy our best in-home Wi-Fi experience. You get faster Wi-Fi speeds, expanded coverage 

and support for all your devices. 

“As part of the technology trial taking place here in the West Delray Beach area, we’ve 

collaborated with AT&T to educate the community on how to connect to the latest and fastest 

technology available.,” said Bob Schulbaum, president – Delray Alliance. “We’ve offered ‘tech 

trainings’ to seniors in the community to show how they can use newer products and devices to 

connect with friends and family in all sorts of different ways: texting, talking, using video and 

social media sites. These connections help local citizens understand the real benefits of 

increasing the availability of technology. The announcement that AT&T GigaPower Internet 

service will now be available here is the most recent example of how AT&T is helping to connect 

residents using the latest technology.” 

With DIRECTV now a part of the AT&T family, customers on the AT&T GigaPower network in 

the West Palm Beach area will be able to choose between our award-winning DIRECTV or U-

verse TV services.  

Consumers in eligible areas can choose from single, double and triple play offers to ensure they 

have the right combination of services to fit their needs. The packages below include waivers of 

equipment, installation and activation fees. 

 U-verse High Speed Internet Premier: Internet speeds up to 1Gbps starting as low as 

$110 a month, or speeds at 300Mbps as low as $80 a month, with a 1-year price 

guarantee.5  

 U-verse High Speed Internet Premier + TV: Internet speeds up to 1Gbps and qualifying 

TV service starting as low as $150 a month, or speeds at 300Mbps and qualifying TV 

service as low as $120 a month, with a 1-year price guarantee.  

 U-verse High Speed Internet Premier + TV + Voice: Internet speeds up to 1Gbps with 

qualifying TV service and Unlimited U-verse Voice starting as low as $180 a month, or 

speeds at 300Mbps with qualifying TV service and Unlimited U-verse Voice as low as 

$150 a month, with a 2-year price guarantee.  

http://www.att.com/gen/general?pid=20348


 
 
 
 
Nearly 2 years ago, we successfully launched the first AT&T GigaPower metro in Austin, Texas. 

This launch led to a major expansion in multiple metros beginning in 2014. We recently marked 

a major milestone deploying the AT&T GigaPower network to more than 1 million locations and 

we expect to more than double availability by the end of 2016.  

AT&T GigaPower is now available to homes, apartments and small businesses in parts of 20 

metro areas with an additional 36 metro areas planned – which will total at least 56 metros 

served. 

We’ll continue to roll out our fastest Internet services over a 100% fiber network to reach more 

than 14 million residential and commercial locations. 

AT&T has invested in Florida communications networks, people and local communities for 135 

years. Between 2012 through 2014, AT&T invested more than $2.8 billion in its Florida wireless 

and wireline networks. AT&T employs more than 15,000 people across the state. 

For more information on AT&T GigaPower, or to check availability, please visit 

att.com/gigapower. 

1 AT&T products and services are provided or offered by subsidiaries and affiliates of AT&T Inc. under the 

AT&T brand and not by AT&T Inc.  
2 Initial availability limited to select areas. May not be available in your area. 
3 Speed/time examples are estimates.  
4
 Internet speed claims represent maximum network service capability speeds. Actual customer speeds 

may vary and are not guaranteed. Actual speeds vary based on factors including site traffic, content 

provider server capacity, internal network management factors, customer device capabilities and use of 

other U-verse services.  Max speeds may not be realized if 2 or more HD shows viewed at same time. 

For more info, go to www.att.com/speed101 
5
 AT&T GigaPower Premier offer is available with agreement from customer to participate in AT&T 

Internet Preferences. Other equipment fees may apply. AT&T may use Web browsing information, like the 

search terms entered and the Web pages visited, to provide customers with relevant offers and ads 

tailored to their interests. Different offers and prices may apply for small businesses.  

 

 

About AT&T 

AT&T Inc. (NYSE:T) helps millions around the globe connect with leading entertainment, 

mobile, high speed Internet and voice services. We’re the world’s largest provider of pay TV. 

We have TV customers in the U.S. and 11 Latin American countries. In the U.S., our wireless 

network has the nation’s strongest 4G LTE signal and most reliable 4G LTE. We offer the best 

http://about.att.com/story/att_eyes_100_u_s_cities_and_municipalities_for_its_ultra_fast_fiber_network.html
https://www.att.com/shop/u-verse/gigapower.html
http://www.att.com/gen/landing-pages?pid=5718
http://www.att.com/network/


 
 
 
 
global coverage of any U.S. wireless provider*. And we help businesses worldwide serve their 

customers better with our mobility and highly secure cloud solutions. 

Additional information about AT&T products and services is available at http://about.att.com. 

Follow our news on Twitter at @ATT, on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/att and 

YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/att. 

© 2015 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T, the Globe logo and other marks 

are trademarks and service marks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated 

companies. All other marks contained herein are the property of their respective owners. 

Signal strength and reliability claims based on nationwide carriers’ 4G LTE. Signal strength 

claim based ONLY on avg. 4G LTE signal strength. 4G LTE not available everywhere.  

*Global coverage claim based on offering discounted voice and data roaming; LTE roaming; 

voice roaming; and world-capable smartphone and tablets in more countries than any other U.S. 

based carrier. International service required.  Coverage not available in all areas. Coverage may 

vary per country and be limited/restricted in some countries. 
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